
Deliver ultimate security, centralized management, and 
amplified visibility for your organization with a cloud-based 
managed access control solution. ACaaS can support 
you in simplifying operations, enhancing flexibility and 
protection, and having synchronized, actionable data. 

Managed  
Access Control

OVERVIEW

Managed access control for your business
Legacy solutions are no longer enough to safeguard your business. Eliminate disparities with ACaaS.

Get up to date with the latest technologies that can protect your organization from the numerous threats menacing 
your employees, visitors, assets, and property. Access Control as a Service (ACaaS), a cloud-based technology, 
offers these key capabilities and empowers your security team with unique tools to manage all aspects of your 
access control system successfully. Particularly for entities with multiple, geographically dispersed locations, 
centralization and standardization of the access control systems is critical to deliver the ultimate level of security.

Whether you are in charge of a single location or multiple sites, Security 101® can provide you with the benefits 
of a managed access control system, freeing you and your team from day-to-day system administration.

BENEFITS

Top benefits of managed access control
You need an access control solution that is secure, flexible, scalable, and that adapts to your constant growth.

 о Freedom 
A cloud-based or hybrid managed access control 
system is the ideal solution corporations of any 
size need in order to dramatically enhance their 
ability to secure staff, assets, and property.

 о Reliability 
When using a managed access control 
system, it is competently administered by our 
expert and seasoned security professionals 
who will help you manage doors and 
permissions automatically 24/7/365.

 о Simplicity 
With ACaaS employees are able to use cards, 
biometric, or smartphone credentials to gain access 
to each building in a simple, comfortable process.

 о Scalability 
Our system is vastly scalable, allowing security 
teams and administrators to easily add new 
doors or even locations as they grow. Moreover, 
it offers increased redundancy and protection.

 о Cost savings 
With managed access control services, your 
business will be able to reduce the likelihood of 
expensive false alarms, eliminate the need for 
re-keying and changing locks, improve response 
times, and have access to critical data, which 
is necessary to face threats appropriately.

 о Peace of mind 
The appropriate managed access control 
system can take a lot of stress off of 
you and give you peace of mind.

https://www.security101.com/solutions/managed-access-control
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WHY US

Security 101 offers the best-in-class integrated electronic 
security systems for your organization.

We are experienced 
security professionals
Security 101 has the depth of 
experience to design, install, and 
maintain a seamless integrated 
electronic security system that is 
unique to your security needs.

Our technologies are effective 
and sophisticated
Knowing that your integrated 
security system consists of best-
in-class technologies, serviced 
by certified and experienced 
technicians, is foundational to 
our Security 101 approach.

We are fanatical about 
customer service
We take customer care seriously. 
Our priority is to provide you with 
ongoing support and assistance 
to help you maintain the integrity 
and security of your organization.

NATIONAL | GLOBAL ACCOUNTS

Let Security 101 become your access control system administrator
Our National | Global Accounts Division can deliver an optimal integrated security solution, 
tailored to help you face the challenges experienced by large enterprises.

Our seamless integration of the right technologies permit a considerable reduction in 
costs and enable your multi-site organization to effectively eliminate disparate systems, 
centralize monitoring, increase flexibility, and manage operations remotely.

Achieve outstanding operations efficiency with our integrated electronic security solutions.

EXPLORE OUR HIGHER-LEVEL MANAGED SERVICES FOR ENTERPRISES

Operate more efficiently and securely
Enhance the security of your business. Become more productive. 

ACaaS offers extraordinary simplicity and convenience and allows your organization to:

 о Easily create, delete, or update permissions
 о Eliminate traditional keys and 

the expense of re-keying
 о Generate valuable reports
 о Generate real-time alarm notifications

 о Identify who has access and when 
they entered the facility

 о Administer, manage, and backup 
your card database

 о Manage doors to unlock automatically 
when determined

https://www.security101.com/solutions/managed-access-control
https://www.security101.com
https://www.security101.com/solutions/video-surveillance#contact
https://www.security101.com/solutions/national-global-accounts

